G-Pac 30
Automatic Color Metering System

G-Pac is a clean and accurate solution for automatic pigment metering.

Affordable, fast, accurate color metering for ready mix and concrete producers

Universal:
- Accurate metering into dissolvable bags or buckets
- Small footprint can service multiple plants
- Custom colors on demand

Easy to use:
- PC based automatic control system
- 4 primary colors can create unlimited custom blends
- Improves plant cleanliness

Performance:
- Precision electronic weigh hopper
- Top quality reliable equipment
- Lowers plant operating costs

Quality Control:
- Each batch is recorded
- Inventory usage tracking
- Provides color consistency
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Advanced Concrete Technologies
We add profitability to the mix
Scale unit installed in a frame – G-PW 30

- 1 scale hopper made in electro polished stainless steel with a capacity of 30 liters
- 3 load cells each with a capacity of 30 Kg
- 2” pneumatic operated ball valve for discharge
  
  Weighing range: 0.25-15 Kg*
  Minimum unit: 10 g
  Accuracy: +/- 15 g**

Steel structure – SB 4

- With 4 compartments for storage of granule
- Each compartment with a volume of 500 liter

  Each compartment is equipped with:
  - 1 pneumatic operated ball valve
  - G 1” – G 1 1/2” for metering
  - 1 pneumatic vibrator

Filling Station – G-PF 30

- Height adjustable filling station for support of bags or buckets during filling.

* Depending on bulk density
** Under optimal conditions